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Oscillons are long-lived, spherically-symmetric, attractor scalar field configurations that emerge
as certain field configurations evolve in time. It has been known for many years that there is a
direct correlation between the initial configuration’s shape and the resulting oscillon lifetime: a
shape memory. In this paper, we use an information-entropic measure of spatial complexity known
as differential configurational entropy (DCE) to obtain estimates of oscillon lifetimes in scalar field
theories with symmetric and asymmetric double-well potentials. The time-dependent DCE is built
from the Fourier transform of the two-point correlation function of the energy density of the scalar
field configuration. We obtain a scaling law correlating oscillon lifetimes and measures obtained
from its evolving DCE. For the symmetric double-well, for example, we show that we can apply
DCE to predict an oscillon’s lifetime with an average accuracy of 6% or better. We also show that
the DCE acts as a pattern discriminator, able to distinguish initial configurations that evolve into
long-lived oscillons from other nonperturbative short-lived fluctuations.
I. INTRODUCTION
From one-dimensional kinks and sine-Gordon solitons [1]
to spherically-symmetric Q-balls [2] and bounce solutions
in false vacuum decay [3, 4], self-interacting scalar fields
are known to produce a variety of static spatially-bound
configurations, with properties that depend on the num-
ber of spatial dimensions and the details of the interac-
tions. The stability (instability) of such configurations
is linked to the existence (nonexistence) of a conserved
charge due to an underlying symmetry of the Lagrangian
describing the field and its interactions. For example, in
one spatial dimension, φ4 kinks owe their stability to the
discrete Z2 symmetry of the vacuum manifold, while the
simplest Q-balls to a globally-conserved U(1) charge.
For models lacking a symmetry as, for example, in
scalar field theories with asymmetric effective potentials,
bounce configurations describe the decay of a metastable
or false-vacuum state. As is well-known, in d spatial
dimensions the lifetime of such a state can be com-
puted semi-classically using the saddle-point approxima-
tion and is given by τ ∼ exp[SE(φb)/~], where SE(φb) is
the (d+1)-dimensional Euclidean action of the bounce (or
bubble) configuration φb. As long as SE(φb)/~≫ 1, the
semi-classical approximation can be trusted. Otherwise,
it may be necessary to add nonperturbative corrections
to the decay rate [5]. For finite-temperature field the-
ories [6], one uses a compact time dimension to obtain
the lifetime τ ∼ exp[ST (φb)/kBT ], where ST (φb) is the
d-dimensional action with finite-temperature corrections
added to the effective potential, T is the temperature,
and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
Another class of unstable field configurations is known
as oscillons, long-lived oscillating solutions of a variety of
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scalar field theories. (For an incomplete list of references
see [7–20].) Over the past few decades, oscillons were
shown to play important roles in the dynamics of phase
transitions [21, 22], in early universe inflationary dynam-
ics [23–25], and as possible sources of gravitational waves
[26, 27], among other topics.
An essential open question in oscillon models is their
lifetime. Although progress has been made in computing
classical [15, 20] and quantum [17, 28] radiating rates, os-
cillon lifetimes have so far been estimated by solving the
equation describing the time-evolution of the oscillon and
watching it decay. Given their longevity, such methods
are numerically costly, even with ingenuous conformal co-
ordinate transformations as in Refs. [10, 11]. It would
thus be desirable to have a numerically-efficient method,
capable of predicting oscillon lifetimes and of providing
new insights into their complex dynamics. This is the
main task of the present manuscript.
On a companion paper, we will revisit the question of
false vacuum decay, focusing, as is the case here, on the
lifetime of the metastable state. As we will show, the
same tools we develop to address the question of oscil-
lon lifetime can be used for vacuum decay, with results
that correlate strongly with those obtained using the tra-
ditional decay rates computed with the saddle-point ap-
proximation.
In both studies, the unifying concept that brings to-
gether the longevity of oscillons and the decay of false
vacua is information theory. In recent years, a new mea-
sure of spatial complexity known as configurational en-
tropy (CE) was proposed [29] and applied to a wide vari-
ety of topics, including spontaneous symmetry breaking
[30], the stability of Q-balls [31] and of neutron and boson
stars [32], brane-world models [33], glueballs [34], anti-de
Sitter black holes [35, 36], the determination of the criti-
cal point in phase transitions [37], and spontaneous emis-
sion in hydrogen atoms [38]. Inspired by Shannon’s infor-
mation entropy [39], CE is constructed from the Fourier
spectrum of spatially-localized or periodic field configu-
2rations and provides a measure of the spatial complexity
of the configuration related to its localization: the more
spatially-localized the configuration, the more spread-out
it is in momentum space and the higher its CE. As the
configuration begins to approach uniformity, complexity
is lost, and CE begins to drop. In that sense, a single si-
nusoidal mode has zero CE (only one momentum mode),
as does a discrete set of N equiprobable modes. Ref. [37]
introduced a detailed informational interpretation of the
CE, where the “message” is a particular configuration
described by a spatially-bound or periodic function, and
the “alphabet” is given by the momentum modes that
compose the configuration with specific weights (prob-
abilities), as obtained from its Fourier transform. This
way, each field configuration – or message – will have a
specific informational signature in momentum space with
quantifiable complexity. Though the term CE has been
used in prior work [29–32, 37, 38], this work wishes to dis-
tinguish the formal definition of CE, which applies only
to discrete systems, and differential CE (DCE) which ap-
plies to continuous ones.
The interest in applying our information theory
methodology to oscillons and false vacuum decay is
twofold. First, and with direct relevance to the present
work, as shown in applications to solitons [31] and
gravitationally-bound states (nonrelativistic and rela-
tivistic stars) [32], the stability of a given configuration
is closely tracked by its corresponding DCE, with the in-
stability point given by the maximum of the DCE curve
with respect to the parameter determining its physical
properties. For example, for Q-balls it would be the pair
(ω, b), where ω is the angular frequency of the complex
scalar field and b the parameter determining the shape
of its effective potential, while for relativistic and boson
stars it would be the star’s central density ρ0. Second,
it is possible to adapt the definition of a quantity known
in information theory as the Kullback-Leibler divergence
[40] to field theory, as shown originally in Ref. [30] and,
in cosmology in Ref. [41]. Such a quantity is extremely
useful in applications where one needs to pick out struc-
ture from a noisy background, be it quantum or thermal.
Here, we will explore the first application above, apply-
ing the DCE to obtain an accurate estimate of oscillon
lifetimes. We will also show how the DCE can be used as
a pattern discriminator, picking out oscillons from other
short-lived subcritical bubbles.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly re-
views the formalism for configurational entropy and con-
siders how to apply it to either continuous or discrete
systems. Section III reviews oscillons and presents our
main results. Section IV concludes with a few remarks
and future research.
II. CONFIGURATIONAL ENTROPY
Configurational Entropy is inspired by Shannon en-
tropy, a measure of information that made its debut in
1948 [39]:
S = −
∑
a∈A
pa log pa. (1)
Here, A = {a1, a2, ..., aN} is an alphabet, consisting
of letters which appear with probability pi = p(ai) in
some corpus of messages. Alongside entropy, the in-
formation content of a particular letter is defined as
I(a) = − log2 p(a). The two are related by the fact that
the former is the expected value of the latter:
〈I〉 =
∑
a∈A
p(a)I(a) = −
∑
a∈A
p(a) log2 p(a) = S. (2)
Information content is the minimum number of bits
needed to encode a letter to achieve a maximal trans-
mission rate of messages between an information emitter
and receiver, the channel capacity. An illuminating in-
terpretation of entropy is the expected number of yes-no
questions needed to reveal the identity of a randomly let-
ter drawn given a corpus, the Q-interpretation.
If we know nothing of the corpus from which a letter
is drawn, we must ask log2N yes-no questions (in expec-
tation) to reveal the symbol; equivalently, the number of
bits needed to store the symbol is log2N . If we know the
corpus, then common letters require fewer than log2N
bits to store, while rare letters could require much more.
For example, in the corpus of English literature the letter
e has the highest probability of occurrence at p(e) ≃ 0.09
and an information content of I(e) ≃ 3.5 bits, while the
letter q has p(q) ≃ 0.01 and I(q) ≃ 10.3 bits [42]. If we
didn’t know we were drawing letters from the English cor-
pus, then each letter would have probability 1/26 ≃ .04
and an information content of 4.7 bits. The entropy in
the former case is 4.17 bits, while in the latter it is 4.7 bits
[43]. Knowing the corpus from which a letter is drawn
will (almost) always decrease the entropy of an alphabet
relative to not knowing the corpus. Ignorance manifests
itself in a uniform distribution over possible outcomes,
p(a) = 1/N , resulting in entropy being maximized at
〈I〉 = log2N . This has a direct impact on digital storage
of images: the more random an image is the more space
it will take up on your computer.
CE is constructed on a finite system using the above
ideas [44]. What happens when we allow our alphabet to
grow to have an infinitum of letters? A direct generaliza-
tion to the continuum by the introduction of a probability
density, pa = ρ(a)da, suffers from a breakdown of the Q-
interpretation: the degrees of freedom in the continuum
cause the entropy to diverge. To see this, simply rewrite
Eq. 2 as
S = − lim
da→0
∑
a∈A
ρ(a)da log ρ(a)da
= −
∫
daρ(a) log ρ(a) + lim
da→0
log
1
da
. (3)
The second term introduces a logarithmic divergence
which spoils the continuum generalization.
3Differential entropy attempts to fix this problem by
simply ignoring this infinite shift, and using the first term
in Eq. 3
S =
∫
da ρ(a) log ρ(a). (4)
Though finite, it suffers from two ailments. First, it is
not invariant under a change of coordinates. This is clear
once one recalls that the probability density transforms
as a scalar density under coordinate transformations:
when x→ x¯, the density transforms as ρ(x)→ |∂x¯∂x |ρ¯(x¯).
However, this is not so much of a problem, given that the
coordinates play the role of an alphabet. If we explore the
languistic analogy further, phonemes requiring one sym-
bol in one alphabet may require two symbols in another:
information is measured relative to a fixed alphabet. Sec-
ond, it is not positive definite, making a Q-interpretation
problematic.
Differential CE (DCE) sets out to measure the in-
formational complexity of a particular field configura-
tion, while alleviating the non-positivity of differential
entropy. Consider some energy density field ρ(r), local-
ized in space. By this we mean that it has a bounded
ℓ2-norm. The decomposition into wave modes is given
by the Fourier transform:
ρ˜(k) = (2π)−
d
2
∫
ddr ρ(r)e−ik·r. (5)
A detector sensitive to the full spectrum of wave modes
will detect a wave mode within a volume ddk centered
at k with probability proportional to the power in that
mode:
p(k|ddk) ∝ |ρ˜(k)|2ddk. (6)
This power spectrum will be peaked at some particular
scale, |k∗|. The relative contribution of a wave mode to
k∗ is the modal fraction,
f(k) =
p(k|ddk)
p(k∗|ddk) =
|ρ˜(k)|2
|ρ˜(k∗)|2 . (7)
The DCE is defined from the modal fraction as
C[ρ] = −
∫
ddk f(k) ln f(k). (8)
Since the modal fraction is globally ≤ 1, the positivity of
DCE is guaranteed. The C is clearly for Configurational,
however it also serves to remind us that the expression
is dependent on the coordinate system being used. DCE
has units of nats per unit volume.
Note that the modal fraction is proportional to the
power spectrum. Since the power spectrum is the Fourier
transform of the two-point correlation function, DCE is
capturing scale information. We interpret DCE as an
informational measure of spatial complexity.
For completeness, we review the case of spherical sym-
metry, where some care must be taken. The hyper-
spherical Fourier transform reads:
ρ˜(k) = k1−
d
2
∫ ∞
0
dr r
d
2 ρ(r)J d
2
−1(kr), (9)
where Jν are Bessel functions. A detector sensitive to
scale will measure modes with probability |ρ˜(k)|2ddk.
Hence the modal fraction reads:
f(k) =
|ρ˜(k)|2
|ρ˜(k∗)|2 . (10)
The spherical DCE is then calculated as
C[ρ] = −2π
d/2
Γ(d2 )
∫ ∞
0
dk kd−1f(k) log f(k). (11)
III. CONFIGURATIONAL ENTROPY AND
LIFETIME OF OSCILLONS
In their simplest form, oscillons are localized, time-
dependent, spherically-symmetric solutions of the non-
linear Klein-Gordon equation in a double-well potential
[7, 8]. One of their most remarkable properties is their
longevity: contrary to naive expectations, which would
estimate the lifetime of an unstable bubble-like field con-
figuration of approximate radius R to be R (from now
on, we use units of c = ~ = kB = 1), in 3d oscillons
can live for 103−4R, and longer in d = 2 [9, 18]. In this
manuscript, we will restrict our investigation to these
simplest oscillons, although our methods could be ex-
tended to treat many different types, including oscillons
that emerge in models with more than one interacting
field, such as other scalars or gauge fields and gravity.
(A sample of more complex oscillons is listed in the ref-
erences.) We are also leaving aside the fascinating possi-
bility that certain oscillons may have an incredibly long
(infinitely long?) lifetime [11], a point we intend to get
back to in a forthcoming manuscript.
Our goal in this paper is to obtain an estimate of the
oscillon lifetime using the information theoretic meth-
ods described in the previous section. For this, we
need first to generate oscillons from an initial condition.
There are many ways to do this, and we expect that in
realistic settings such as phase transitions [21, 22], or
preheating cosmological scenarios [24, 25], spherically-
symmetric oscillons will emerge from general asymmetric
large-amplitude scalar field fluctuations as attractor so-
lutions in field configuration space [8, 15]. Indeed, a pre-
vious detailed analysis has shown this to be the case for
the simple oscillons we are treating here [45]: asymmet-
ric configurations evolve towards spherically-symmetric
oscillons by rapidly radiating away their extra initial en-
ergy. (We are not considering small-amplitude scalar
field oscillons, as treated in Refs. [13, 16, 23] and other
works.)
Irrespective of the particular oscillon formation mecha-
nism, our main result is that the oscillation amplitude of
the time-dependent DCE of a general oscillon configura-
4tion is smaller the longer-lived the oscillon is. Moreover,
we also found that the DCE is a pattern discriminator,
distinguishing initial configurations that evolve into os-
cillons from other short-lived nonperturbative subcritical
bubbles.
III.1. Oscillons in Brief
Since oscillons have been treated extensively in the lit-
erature, we present here only their essentials, following
the notation and conventions of Ref. [8], which the reader
can consult for more details.
The action for a real scalar field in 3 + 1 dimensions
is
S[φ(x, t)] =
∫
d4x
[
1
2
∂µφ ∂
µφ− V (φ)
]
. (12)
To investigate oscillons in a variety of contexts, we choose
an asymmetric double well potential written as
V (φ) =
m2
2
φ2 − (ǫ+ 1)
√
λm√
2
φ3 +
λ
4
φ4. (13)
Here, ǫ is the asymmetry parameter: ǫ = 0 gives de-
generate potential minima, and increasing ǫ increases
the asymmetry. Considering spherically symmetric field
configurations and rescaling to dimensionless variables
r → r/m, t → t/m, and φ → mφ/
√
λ, we obtain the
Klein-Gordon equation of motion to be solved,
∂2φ
∂t2
=
∂2φ
∂r2
+
2
r
∂φ
∂r
− φ+ 3√
2
(1 + ǫ)φ2 − φ3. (14)
We choose the initial configuration to have a Gaussian
profile, with core amplitude φC that measures the de-
viation from φ0, a minimum of the potential. Oscillons
are usually interpreted as nonperturbative fluctuations
away from the vacuum. In the case of an asymmetric
potential, they would be fluctuations away from the false
vacuum and into the true. (As are critical bubbles.) The
only restriction on φC is that it must be larger than φinf ,
the inflection point of the potential, for oscillons to exist.
For simplicity, we choose it to be the location of the other
potential minimum:
φ(r, t = 0) = (φC − φ0) e−(r/R0)
2
+ φ0, (15)
where R0 is the initial radius of the Gaussian bub-
ble. The two minima are at φ0 = 0 and φC =
3(ǫ+1)
2
√
2
[
1 +
√
1− 16/9(ǫ+ 1)2
]
. To solve Eq. 14, it is
necessary to introduce a set of boundary conditions:
φ(r →∞, t) = φ0;
φ′(r = 0, t) = 0;
φ˙(r, t = 0) = 0.
These conditions enforce that the field approaches the
proper vacuum at spatial infinity, that the field at the
core is regular, and that the bubble begins its evolution
from rest. A solution φ(r, t) has energy density,
ρ(r, t) =
(
1
2
φ˙2 +
1
2
∇φ2 + V (φ)
)
. (16)
The spherical Fourier transform is computed from Eq. 9,
ρ˜(k, t) =
4π
k
∫ ∞
0
dr r ρ(r, t) sin(kr). (17)
From this we compute the modal fraction, Eq. 10, and
use it to find the DCE, Eq. 11,
C(t) = −4π
∫ ∞
0
dk k2 f(k, t) log (f(k, t)) . (18)
In what follows, we explore the time-dependent behavior
of the C(t), showing that its features correlate with the
longevity of oscillons and their discrimination from other
bubbles.
III.2. Numerical Methods
We used a static one-dimensional lattice of N = 2500
points with lattice interval δr = 0.02. The time step δt
was set to δr/10, satisfying the Courant condition: we
checked that changing the time step by a factor of two in
either direction didn’t affect the evolution. To calculate
the spatial derivatives, a fourth-order accurate centered
finite difference scheme with fixed boundary conditions
was employed. At the left and right boundaries of the
lattice, more points were used in the forward or backward
direction to keep the accuracy of the scheme fixed over
the whole lattice. Time evolution was accomplished with
a leapfrog scheme accurate to second order. The field,
its time derivative, and the bubble’s energy density were
saved every thousand time steps, and the simulation was
run until the energy of the bubble Eb/m ≤ 5. This is our
operative definition of the oscillon’s lifetime. As can be
seen in Fig. 1, the bubble very rapidly sheds its energy
when the oscillon dies, so the definition of lifetime is not
very sensitive to a specific choice of energy cutoff.
In order to eliminate the artificial effects of reflection
and interference of outgoing radiation from the lattice
boundary, we employed adiabatic damping [9]. This is
implemented by modifying the equation of motion by
adding the term γφ˙, where γ = (r/L)n, L is the length of
the lattice, and n is an integer that was changed depend-
5FIG. 1. Top: Energy Eb of bubbles evolving into oscillons as
a function of time for several different asymmetries ǫ (color)
and R0. For each asymmetry, the radius of the longest-lived
oscillon is represented, along with two nearby radii. For ǫ = 0
(symmetric potential), R0 = 3.9, 4, 4.35; ǫ = 0.0182, R0 =
3.75, 3.85, 4.2; ǫ = 0.0371, R0 = 3.6, 3.7, 4.05; and ǫ = 0.0512,
R0 = 3.5, 3.6, 3.95. Potential asymmetry increases from blue
to red; blue is the degenerate case. Bottom: Lifetime τ as
a function of R0 for different asymmetries. Color convention
for ǫ is consistent throughout the paper.
ing on the initial bubble configuration; for the Gaussian
bubbles, a good choice is n = 10. The advantage of this
approach is that, since the bubble is localized around the
origin with R0 ≪ L, a relatively small lattice can be
used, greatly reducing computational time. The damp-
ing is negligible in the region of the bubble, but if an
accurate model for the outgoing radiation were desired,
this approach would be inadequate. Alternatives include
a large, static lattice (computationally costly), a lattice
which grows at the same rate as the outgoing radiation
[8], or a conformal transformation [10, 11, 46].
In order to check energy conservation in the simulation,
we evolved a single bubble on a very large lattice, with
no adiabatic damping, for some time well into when it
had settled into the oscillon phase. We could then keep
track of both the energy of the bubble and the energy of
the outgoing radiation. Energy was conserved to better
than 1% over the simulation time.
The DCE was computed from Eq. 18, where the
Fourier transform was accomplished with the matrix mul-
tiplication ρ˜m = Amnρn, with the matrix A given by
Amn =
4πδr
km
rn sin (kmrn) . (19)
We determined the energy of the bubble by integrat-
ing the energy density to a radius of 5R0, which was
always less than the lattice size L and within the regime
of negligible adiabatic damping. In the Fourier trans-
form, then, the smallest mode that can be reliably de-
tected (the UV cutoff) corresponds to a wavelength of
λ = 10R0, so that kmin = π/5R0. The upper cutoff is
taken to be kmax = π/(3δr), a criterion equivalent to re-
quiring that each wavelength is sampled by at least six
points. We observed that this was sufficient to guarantee
convergence; increasing the upper cutoff did not change
the modal fraction or C in any measurable way.
Before analyzing the DCE, we had to distinguish oscil-
lons from other bubbles that did not form oscillons. For
a given asymmetry ǫ, after initially radiating away some
energy, the field configurations may or not reach a well-
defined plateau energy Ep(ǫ), as is described in more de-
tail in section III.3. Even though there is a small amount
of radiation, oscillons are defined as the configurations
that reach Ep. Ep was determined for each asymmetry
from the longest-lived oscillon. All other bubbles were
then compared to this, and if a bubble had reached Ep
halfway through its lifetime, it was called an oscillon. A
few bubbles with larger R0 happened to be at the plateau
energy halfway through their evolution; these were ex-
cluded manually because none of their nearby neighbors
were oscillons. Fig. 2 compares oscillon energy profiles
to that of two examples of extraneous bubbles.
Because the stability of several localized physical sys-
tems has been previously associated with critical behav-
ior of the DCE, we examined three different quantities
derived from C, described visually for a few examples in
Fig. 3. Here, we offer a brief description of how these
quantities and their associated uncertainties were deter-
mined; they will be discussed in more detail in later sec-
tions. Cmax is the maximum value of C at a time t0 after
the initial radiative stage is complete, and the oscillon
stage is reached. t0 is determined by considering when
∆Eb / 0.01E0, where ∆Eb is defined between two sam-
6FIG. 2. Two examples of non-oscillon subcritical bubble en-
ergy profiles (solid lines) that erroneously triggered our oscil-
lon criterion, from potentials with two different asymmetries.
For comparison, an oscillon energy profile from the same po-
tential is shown for each (dashed lines). Because both non-
oscillons start with large initial radii, their transient radiative
phase is longer, and they happen to approach the plateau en-
ergy halfway through their lives. However, they never display
the characteristic behavior of an oscillon.
ple times. Typically, we chose ∆t = 0.05, sufficiently
smaller than any time scale in the system. ∆C0 is the
amplitude of the oscillations in C around time t0, de-
fined as ∆C0 = Cmax − Cmin0 , where Cmin0 is determined
over a short window around t0, ∆t0 = 40, 000δt. At
the other end of an oscillon’s existence, it very rapidly
sheds its remaining energy. Just before the oscillon en-
ters this second (and final) rapid radiative phase, we can
find the minimum value of C ≡ Cminl , and define another
amplitude of C oscillations over the whole lifetime of the
oscillon: ∆Cl = Cmax−Cminl . The time tl at which the os-
cillon enters its second radiative phase is determined by
considering when ∆Eb ' 0.01E0: tl . τ , the oscillon’s
lifetime.
To estimate the uncertainty in Cmax, we found the
maxima in the ranges (t0−2∆t0) and (t0+2∆t0), denoted
Cmax− and Cmax+ , respectively. The uncertainty is
σmax = Cmax − 1
2
(Cmax− + Cmax+ ) . (20)
Uncertainties in the minima were estimated analogously,
and uncertainties in ∆C0 and ∆Cl were determined
through standard error propagation.
FIG. 3. Time evolution of C(t) for the symmetric potential
(ǫ = 0, left panels) and one with a large asymmetry (right
panels), and select radii. The center row is the longest-lived
oscillon for our resolution. The upper (black) dashed line
shows Cmax at the beginning of the oscillon’s lifetime, so at
t0 ±∆t0. This criterion guarantees that C
max is found when
Eb is within 5% of the plateau energy. The lower (black)
line shows the minimum C on a narrow window (∼ t0 ±∆t0)
around the beginning of the oscillon’s lifetime, Cmin0 . The
lowest (green) dashed line shows the minimum C over the
whole lifetime of the oscillon, Cminl . ∆C0 = C
max
−C
min
0 is the
amplitude just as the oscillon has formed, while ∆Cl = C
max
−
C
min
l is the difference between the maximum and minimum
values of C taken from the whole lifetime of the oscillon.
III.3. Results
The general behavior for bubbles with initially Gaus-
sian profiles that evolve into oscillons is shown for differ-
ent potential asymmetries (color) and initial radii in Fig.
1. A bubble’s excess initial energy is quickly radiated
away, and the oscillon forms around t ∼ 500m−1. Dur-
ing the oscillon stage, the energy remains nearly constant
at the plateau energy Ep. For the symmetric potential
case, ǫ = 0, Ep ∼ 32m/λ, and the plateau energy de-
creases as the asymmetry increases. Oscillon lifetimes
are very sensitive to the initial radius, as seen on Fig. 1
(bottom) and, in finer resolution, in Ref. [11]. Since we
are interested here in establishing a general relationship
between the differential entropy and lifetimes of oscillons,
we don’t need to go into such fine resolutions, which are
very CPU-intensive. Work along these lines is currently
7in progress. Given that our approach depends on the
functional profile of C, it should be valid for any initial
radius.
From Ref. [29], the DCE of a 3d Gaussian with radius
R0 is C = 32
(
2π/R20
)3/2
. The more localized the configu-
ration in space, the higher its DCE. While the oscillon’s
field profile does not remain Gaussian at later times, this
relationship between the size of a system and its entropy
is general. Fig. 4 supports this assertion, showing C(t0)
as a function of effective radius Reff , at time t0 when the
bubble had just entered the oscillon stage. Reff is com-
puted as the first moment of the bubble’s energy density.
FIG. 4. The relationship between the differential configura-
tional entropy C and the effective radius Reff at the beginning
of the oscillon stage (time t0). The effective radius is gener-
ally smaller for larger asymmetries, and C is larger for smaller
Reff .
Back to Fig. 3, we see some examples of C(t) for two
different asymmetries and radii. A few features are ap-
parent. Qualitatively, the evolution of C(t) is similar for
all cases. However, the quantitative differences are essen-
tial. First, C(t) oscillates about a mean as a function of
time, with amplitudes that vary with the lifetime. The
longest-lived oscillons have the smallest amplitudes. Sec-
ond, the frequency of oscillations in C(t) decreases as the
oscillon approaches the end of its life, which correlates
with other studies for the field’s core amplitude φ(0, t)
[8, 15]. In Fig. 5, we explore the first point in more de-
tail, showing ∆Cl for different initial radiusR0 for several
asymmetries. In all cases, the longest-lived oscillons are
at the minimum of ∆Cl.
From these results, we tried to determine a measure
that correlated with the lifetime of oscillons. Previous
works for static solitonic [31] and stellar [32] configura-
tions have established that a maximum in DCE relates
FIG. 5. ∆Cl and corresponding uncertainties are shown as
a function of initial radius for different asymmetries. Note
that, in each case, the longest-lived oscillon has the smallest
∆Cl. See numerical methods section for a description of the
uncertainty estimation.
to the instability point of a given configuration. Follow-
ing this lead, but now for a time-dependent system, we
defined the three measures introduced in Section III.2,
Cmax, ∆C0 = Cmax − Cmin0 (near the beginning of the os-
cillon stage), and ∆Cl = Cmax − Cminl (over the whole
lifetime of the oscillon).
We then examined how well these three measures cor-
related with the oscillon’s lifetime. Cmax and ∆C0 have
the advantage of occurring near the beginning of the bub-
ble’s evolution, and Cmax is the time-dependent extension
of previous work ([31, 32] and others) in which the maxi-
mum DCE for a system coincides with the onset of insta-
bility. However, given that we also know that longer-lived
oscillons are known to be better virialized [8], we might
expect that those which have the smallest amplitude in
DCE over the whole course of oscillon evolution are the
longest-lived.
In Fig. 6 we show the results for the three DCE mea-
sures for four different potential asymmetries. The bot-
tom row of Fig. 6 shows the power law relationships
reconstructed from the log-log fits of lifetime for each
measure. Each of these is reasonable, and none is clearly
better than the other, especially for small asymmetry. In-
deed, for the degenerate potential, ǫ = 0, the results are
very similar, although computing the χ-square, shown in
Fig. 7, we observe that ∆Cl offers a slightly better fit
(< 0.027) as the asymmetry increases.
Given that the χ-squares for ∆C0 and for Cmax are not
much larger (both below χ2 < 0.05), we could substitute
either one for ∆Cl throughout this paper and observe the
8FIG. 6. From left to right, the columns show the trends between oscillon lifetime and ∆C0, ∆Cl, and C
max, respectively (see
Fig. 3 for a graphical definition of these quantities). The top row shows the linear fits to the log-log plots, while the bottom
row shows the power law relationships constructed from these fits. The center row shows the residuals.
same trends. The choice depends on the specific needs
of the investigation: if we were interested in a fast esti-
mate of the oscillon lifetime without the need for great
accuracy, both ∆C0 and Cmax offer a distinct computa-
tional advantage, since the oscillon would not need to
be simulated until reaching its ultimate fate. These re-
sults establish the DCE as a predictor of oscillon lifetime
with reasonable precision. (See below.) For higher pre-
cision, one would use ∆Cl, although this would not be
advantageous from a computational perspective, only for
investigating the relationship between DCE and oscillons
over their entire lifetime.
In Fig. 8, we show the log-log fits to lifetime τ ver-
sus ∆Cl, along with the residuals (insert). We extract a
scaling relationship between τ and ∆Cl, which we write
as
9FIG. 7. χ-square statistics for fits from Fig. 6 and other val-
ues of ǫ. Note that for the degenerate potential, the best fit
is for ∆C0, while C
max and ∆Cl give practically identical re-
sults. For nine of the twelve asymmetries, ∆Cl has the lowest
χ-square, and thus offers the best overall fit to the lifetime.
τ = b(ǫ)∆Cγ(ǫ)l . (21)
The asymmetry-dependent scaling exponent γ is shown
with ǫ in the insert of Fig. 8. The accuracy in the expo-
nent can be improved by saving snapshots of the field at
smaller time intervals.
To test how useful the different DCE measures are as
predictors of oscillon lifetime, in Fig. 9 we compare the
oscillon lifetime prediction for different initial radii re-
constructed from the fits using Cmax (top) and ∆C0 (bot-
tom), with the numerical results. The averages are also
shown (dashed lines). For both measures, the predic-
tions have an average precision of under ∼ 6% for ǫ = 0,
becoming worse for larger asymmetries.
Our final results explore the sensitivity of the DCE as
a pattern discriminator. Thus far, our results have in-
cluded only those bubbles which become oscillons. How-
ever, it is well-known that some initial configurations are
either too small or too large to form oscillons. Comput-
ing the DCE for those objects, we found a clear signature
that distinguishes them from the initial bubbles that do
evolve into oscillons. This allows us to use DCE to se-
lect the initial shapes that evolve into oscillons. In Fig.
10 we show on the top ∆Cl versus R0, and on the bot-
tom τ versus ∆Cl, for a large sample of initial Gaussian
bubbles. Each bubble that forms an oscillon is circled;
the space occupied by the oscillons is clearly distinct.
The DCE naturally divides the bubbles into two disjoint
classes: those that evolve into oscillons and those that
FIG. 8. Top: Lifetime is plotted against ∆Cl on a log scale,
and a linear fit to the data for each asymmetry is shown. The
trend shows clearly that longer-lived oscillons have smaller
DCE amplitudes in all cases, and that DCE can be used as a
predictor of oscillon lifetime with reasonable precision. (More
below.) The residuals for the fits are shown in the insert
. Assuming the lifetimes are independent and normally dis-
tributed, the error estimate on the lifetimes includes half of
future predictions that would be measured. Bottom: The
slopes of the linear fits for several asymmetries along with
their uncertainty estimates.
don’t. Similar results can be obtained using Cmax and
∆C0 with appropriate selection criteria.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, we applied methods from information
theory, in particular, from a measure of spatial complex-
ity known as differential configurational entropy (DCE)
[30], to the dynamics of oscillons [7, 8]. Previous results
10
FIG. 9. Top: Fractional difference between the lifetime and
the prediction for lifetime from Cmax is shown for two differ-
ent asymmetries. Bottom: Fractional difference between the
lifetime and the prediction for lifetime from ∆C0 is shown,
only for the symmetric potential.
for static matter configurations, from solitonic to stel-
lar, have determined that the DCE correlates directly
with the stability of the object: maximum DCE denotes
a point of instability in parameter space. Examples in-
clude a dissociating soliton or a collapsing star. We have
extended these previous approaches for static systems to
the time-dependent dynamics of oscillons with the main
goal of using DCE to determine the longevity of oscillons,
one of the key open questions in the related literature.
To obtain an oscillon one usually starts with a localized
field configuration and evolve it dynamically solving the
corresponding equation of motion. It is well-known that
oscillons have a shape memory, in that their longevity
is determined by the details of the initial configuration:
the shape of their progenitor seals their destiny. Given
that DCE describes the spatial complexity of a given
FIG. 10. Top: ∆Cl is shown for each initial radius and asym-
metry (color). We simulated several sub-critical bubbles that
did not form oscillons. Those bubbles that do form oscil-
lons are circled (lower left); they exist in a distinct region
of parameter space. Bottom: Lifetime as a function of ∆Cl
is shown for all bubbles. Again, the oscillons (circled) are
distinguished from other subcritical bubbles.
field configuration in terms of the Fourier transform of
its two-point correlation function, we constructed three
measures from DCE to investigate whether they could
predict an oscillon’s longevity. Our results show that all
three measures can be used to predict with different levels
of accuracy the oscillon’s longevity based on the param-
eter(s) determining the shape of its initial progenitor, in
our case the initial bubble radius R0 and ǫ, the asym-
metry in the potential. In particular, two measures that
use DCE at the onset of the oscillon’s stage can predict
the lifetime to average accuracies better than 6% or so,
although the accuracy worsens as the asymmetry of the
potential is increased: shape indeed seals destiny. This
is very useful if one wants to explore the longevity of os-
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cillons for different parameters without committing the
considerable CPU resources to run long simulations. A
third measure using DCE produces better accuracy, but
must be computed along the oscillon’s entire lifecycle.
We also explored the use of DCE as a pattern discrim-
inator. Investigating configurations that become long-
lived oscillons and those that collapse before they reach
the oscillon stage, we showed that DCE neatly distin-
guishes the two: unstable, short-lived bubbles tend to
have higher DCE and thus occupy a different region in
DCE space.
In a forthcoming companion paper, we apply similar
techniques to the study of quantum vacuum decay in
several spatial dimensions, correlating DCE with false
vacuum decay rates. It would be interesting to extend
the current approach to investigate the longevity of os-
cillons in different spatial dimensions, as well as for one-
dimensional breathers [47]. Another avenue of research is
to use DCE to explore previous results that indicate that
certain oscillons in 3d may live for indefinitely long times
[11]. Although these configurations require highly accu-
rate numerics to be discovered and may thus be mostly of
academic interest, they could shed light on the physical
mechanisms that generate oscillons in the first place and
their extension to gravitational theories [46]. Work along
these lines is currently in progress.
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